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Abstract. We propose a new even-dimensional action which shares close algebraic
similarities with the Chern-Simons action and thus possesses a topological nature.
This action has a new type of gauge symmetry in the sense that adjoint
representation is not enough to close the gauge transformation and gauge
fermions are incorporated. "Quaternionic structure" emerges as a natural algebra
to control the different natures of even forms, odd forms, bosons and fermions. We
claim that the bundle structure in consideration is mathematically a new object.

Recently three-dimensional Chern-Simons action [1] played a fundamental role
to understand two-dimensional conformal field theory [2] and three-dimensional
gravity [3]. It has, however, been well known that Chern-Simons action is
applicable only in three dimensions.

In this paper we show that it is possible to construct a new even-dimensional
action which shares close algebraic similarities with the Chern-Simons action and
possesses a new type of gauge symmetry. We claim that this construction defines
mathematically a new "bundle structure" and topological invariants. It is
obviously impossible to extend naively the three-dimensional Chern-Simons
action into even dimensions. We need to introduce new ingredients and structures.
In this paper we introduce antisymmetric tensors, gauge fermions and "quater-
nionic structure." There have been several trials of topological field theories in
connection with Chern-Simons action and anti symmetric tensors [4, 5].

We first recall the procedure to prove the gauge invariance of the standard
three-dimensional Chern-Simons action

S=$TT(±AdA + iA3), (1)

where A is one form gauge field and carries non-Abelian gauge suffix. The above
action is invariant under the following gauge transformation: δA = dv + [A,v'],
where υ is a zero form gauge parameter. We need the following two fundamental
properties to prove the gauge invariance of the action:
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A) Cyclic invariance of elements in the trace,A) Cyclic invariance oi
B) {d,A}=dA9[ί9ύ] =
The arrow over the exterior derivative operator denotes a differential operation on
any fields on the right of the arrow. We investigate how we can generalize the
above two properties A) and B).

We first introduce the new definitions of a gauge field s/ and an exterior
derivative operator Q and a gauge parameter Ϋ~ in the following:

Q=)d, (2)

where d = dxμdμ. Here we have classified gauge fields and parameters by the
following notations: Roman and Greek characters are bosonic and fermionic
fields or parameters respectively and the hat denotes even forms in contrast with
non-hat odd forms. The different natures of even form, odd form, fermion and
boson are classified by l,i,j,k carrying "quaternionic structure" which will be
defined more precisely later. To be explicit the gauge fields; A (bosonic even form),
A (bosonic odd form), ψ (fermionic even form), and xp (fermionic odd form) can be
expressed as

=Ί± (A (0)« +

 X

 A

Ύ( 1 \ (3)J (y 0 ) α +\

l

where Aip)a denotes a bosonic p-ΐorm function while ψip)a denotes a fermionic
/7-form function and Ta is a generator of a certain gauge algebra. The degree of the
highest form of A or A, and ψ or ψ coincides with the dimension of the space time.
The gauge parameters ά, a, &, and α have the similar forms as the gauge fields. As a
base manifold we consider an iV-dimensional compact manifold without
boundary.

Any gauge fields or parameters can be written in a form; λ = lίl +1{\ + lβ + lkk.
We classify them into two categories: λsAγ if (/1,/i,/J,Zk) = (bosonic even form,
bosonic odd form, fermionic even form, fermionic odd form) and λ e Ak if (Zl5 lh \p lk)
= (fermionic odd form, fermionic even form, bosonic odd form, bosonic even
form). It is clear that s/,QeAk and ireΛίAn order to get closed algebra under a
multiplication we need the following relations:

ϋ ± ϋ ± k ,
jk=±kH±i,

ki=±ik=±j,
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where signs are irrelevant here. It is then easy to show that

Λ1Λ1~Aι, AxAk~Ak, AkAk~Al9 (5)

where the first equation means the following: if λuλ'1eA1 then λ1λ'1eAί and
similar for the other two equations.

We can now show

Tr t (λkλt) = Tr, (A A ) , Trk( V i ) = Trk(2 A ) , (6)

where λίeAί, λkeAk and if the following relations are satisfied

ij=-ji> jk=-kj, (7)

besides the relations (4). In the Tr t we pick up the 1-th component and take the
trace of the gauge algebra. It is similar for Trk. As far as 1-th and k-th components
are concerned the generalized version of the condition A) is obtained.

We can then show that the condition B) is satisfied in the general case:

ιύ,-n=Qr,
if the relations (4) and (7) are satisfied.

We have thus obtained the generalized versions of the conditions A) and B) in
(6) and (8). The relations (4) and (7) are necessary to prove both of them and lead to
the constraints

12 = 1, i2 = ε 1 l, j 2 = ε 2 l , k 2 = — ε ^ l ,

ij = k, jk=— kj=— ε2i, ki=— ik=— ε j ,

where (εl9ε2) = (- l , -1), (-1,+1), ( + 1,-1), ( + 1,+1). In the case (εl5ε2)
= (— 1, — 1), 1, i, j , k satisfy the algebra of quaternion. For the rest of the three cases
l,i,j,k satisfy g/(2,R) Lie algebra. We symbolically call these four different
algebras as "quaternion algebra" and thus the generalized gauge fields and
parameters carry "quaternionic structure."

We now define the following generalized Chern-Simons action:

It should be noted that the Chern-Simons form in the trace belongs to
A\~AkAx~Ak and thus k-th component is a bosonic even form and 1-th
component is a fermionic odd form.

By using the relations in Eqs. (6) and (8) we can prove that the above generalized
Chern-Simons actions are invariant under the gauge transformation

δj/ = [^,iT] = βτr + [ ^ , τ r ] , (11)

where 9 = Q + srf.
Introducing the defining relations of (2) into equations in (10), we obtain

explicit forms of the actions

S\ = J Tr {ε2A{dA + A2 + εxε2ψ
2 + ε2ψ

2) - ^ 2 A 3 - ψ(dψ + [A,

So = ί Tr {ε2ψ(dA + A2 + ε^ψ2 - εj2) + i φ 3 + εγε2A{dψ + [A,
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which are invariant up to surface terms under the following gauge transformation:

9

]

where [, ] and { ,} are commutator and anti-commutator, respectively.
It should be noted that S* is even-dimensional bosonic action while Sf

0 is odd-
dimensional fermionic one. The gauge transformation in (13) includes fermions as
gauge fields and parameters. The transformation properties are, however, different
from the standard supersymmetric one. We may call the fermions ψ and ψ as
"gauge fermions."

Here is one important point to be noted. The terms like [ψ, ά], {A, a}, [ψ, a],
and {A, ά} in the gauge transformation (13) have an unusual nature. They make it
impossible to close the gauge algebra within the adjoint representation of a Lie
algebra. We need an algebra which is closed by commutators and anti-
commutators. This is equivalent to say that a product of any two generators
should belong to the generators again. The only possible generators satisfying
these requirements consist of n x n matrices with elements that are either real,
complex or quaternionic [6]. A specific example of the algebra is realized by
Clifford algebra [7,8]. The corresponding gauge symmetry of the generalized
Chern-Simons action is thus different from the standard gauge symmetry and may
be identified as a new type of gauge symmetry.

We can now obtain the even-dimensional generalization of the standard three-
dimensional Chern-Simons action by taking pure bosonic sector of S* by putting
fermion components zero:

, (14)

which is invariant under a gauge transformation

0Λ=-aa- Aa} + [Aά] ( 1 5 )

In the integrand of Eq. (14) we pick up the forms whose degree coincides with the
dimension JV. In the gauge transformation (15) the same order of the forms should
be equated.

We can now write down very explicit expressions of the pure bosonic even-
dimensional actions. In two dimensions we define gauge fields and parameters as:
A = ω, A = ε2(φ + 8ίB\ά = v + είb, and a = — ε1ε2w, where φ9 ω, and B are zero, one,
and two form gauge fields while v, w, and b are zero, one, and two form gauge
parameters, respectively. Substituting these definitions into Eqs. (14) and (15), we
obtain the two-dimensional generalized Chern-Simons action

-φ2B}, (16)

which is invariant under the following gauge transformation:

δφ = [φ9 υ\,

δω = dv + [ω, v\ + {φ, u), (17)
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In four dimensions we define gauge fields and parameters as A = ω + είΩ,
A = ε2(ε1φ + B + εxH\ ά = v + είb+Vy and a = — ε2(u + ε1U)9 where φ9 ω, B, Ω, and
H are zero, one, two, three, and four form gauge fields while v9 w, b, U9 and V are
zero, one, two, three, and four form gauge parameters, respectively. By substituting
these explicit expression into (14) and (15), we obtain the explicit form of the four-
dimensional generalized Chern-Simons action

S4 = J Tr {B(dω + ω2) + φ(dΩ + ωΩ + Ωω) - φB2 - φ2H}, (18)

which is invariant under the following gauge transformation

[ω, v] + {φ9u}9

δB = du + {ω, u} + [J5, Ό] + [φ, b], (19)

δΩ = db + [ω, b] + [Ω, v] + {B, u) + {φ9 U},

δH = dU + {ω, U} + {Ω, u} + [H, ι;] + [5,6] + [φ, F ] .

Higher even-dimensional actions and the corresponding gauge transformation
can be obtained in a similar way. Here we further need to specify the gauge algebra
which should be closed within commutators and anti-commutators and can be
realized by Clifford algebra. We carry out explicit analyses of the two-dimensional
action (16) and the four-dimensional action (18) with the Clifford algebra in our
separate papers, which provide two-dimensional gravity and four-dimensional
gravity [7, 8].

It is interesting to note that the original actions in (10) have the same Chern-
Simons form while the explicit expressions of the pure bosonic actions have
different forms depending on the dimensions. This double structure of the even-
dimensional action can be realized owing to the introduction of even forms, odd
forms, gauge bosons and fermions through the quaternionic structure.

We now point out that the algebraic structure of the generalized gauge field is
homomorphic to that of the standard gauge theory. The curvature of the
generalized gauge field is given by

(20)

and the equation of motion of the generalized Chern-Simons action is

JF = 0, (21)

which is locally flat condition of the "bundle" in consideration.
Pure bosonic version of the equations of motion in terms of A and A have the

forms

dA + A2-ε1Λ
2 = 0

( 2 2 )

which are obtained by the vanishing conditions of the coefficients for 1 and i of the
curvature 3F.

Explicit forms of the equations of motion in two dimensions and four
dimensions can be obtained substituting the defining equations of A and A into
Eqs. (22). The equations of motion in two dimensions corresponding to the action
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S2 are

Φ2=O,

# + [ω,(/>] = 0, (23)

dω + ω2-{φ,B}=0.

The equations of motions of the four-dimensional generalized action S4 are

Φ2=O,

-{φ,B} = 0, (24)

dΩ + {ω,Ω}-B2-{φ,H} = 0.

We can now show that the following familiar relations hold in the generalized
case even with fermions:

= TΓ j

where i-sector of the trace is valid in odd dimensions while j-sector is valid in even
dimensions. It should be noted that we have to take now i- or j-sector of the trace
because the gauge invariant sectors within the trace have turned into i- and
j-sectors because of the additional β insertion to the generalized Chern-Simons
action. In other words the following relations are necessary to prove the
relations (25):

where λί9λ\ eAί while it should be noted that #", Qstf, s/2eΛί. In general we
obtain

Tr J{^"}=Tr J{βQ2 l l-1},

where Eq. (25) is a special case of n = 2. For pure bosonic case we only take the
i-sector in taking the trace. Generalized non-abelian anomaly expression can be
obtained in a completely parallel way as in the standard case. It is thus very natural
to expect that generalized Chern character Ύr^e^} and Ύr^e^} may play an
important role to classify the new "bundle structure" in consideration. From
^2«-i w e c a n construct the physical observables

J 2 ι (28)

which are invariant under the gauge transformations (11).
We claim that any finite gauge transformation is induced by a gauge element

^ — e^ which constitutes mathematically a new "group manifold." A finite gauge
transformation of the gauge field is then given by si-ϊφ'^ji/y + <&~1Q<&. It is
possible to show that the pure gauge term srf~c8~γQβ is a solution of the
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equation of motion (21). Substituting the pure gauge term j / = ̂ ~ 1 β ^ into
Eqs. (10), we can construct an action which possesses similar algebraic properties
as Wess-Zumino-Witten action [9]

jτrk(arw

which are expected to be topological invariants of this "group manifold."
We have obtained a pure bosonic even-dimensional action which is a special

version of more general action which includes gauge fermions and has the same
original form as the standard Chern-Simons action. A fermionic odd version of the
action emerges as a natural counterpart to the bosonic one. These actions possess a
new type of gauge symmetry in the sense that the gauge transformation includes
anti-commutators and fermions are included as gauge fields. Series of new gauge
invariant observables are proposed. Quaternionic structure is playing a funda-
mental role in the formulation. We claim that this construction defines mathemati-
cally a new "bundle structure" and topological invariants which may be classified
by the generalized Chern character.

The algebra of the new gauge symmetry is realized by the Clifford algebra.
Explicit analyses of two-dimensional and four-dimensional pure bosonic gen-
eralized Chern-Simons actions with the Clifford algebra are given in separate
papers [7, 8]. It turns out that two-dimensional topological gravity appears from
the two-dimensional action while we obtain four-dimensional conformal gravity
from the four-dimensional version of the generalized Chern-Simons action. It has
also been shown in our separate paper [10] that the generalized Chern-Simons
actions are equivalent to field theory actions of topological point particle. We
believe that our formulation includes new mathematical findings and provides new
insights into various physical formulations including four-dimensional gravity.
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